SECTION 19
With double strands of #732 and #662, size 5 (3.75 mm) needles, and using the knitted
method (see Glossary), CO 110 sts, alternating colors (*CO 1 with #732, CO 1 with #662;
rep from *). On the next row (WS), purl across working 1 st in each color alternately (p1
#732, p1 #662; rep from *). Cut #662.
Rows 1–3: Knit with #732 (garter ridge formed).
Rows 4 and 5: Work in St st. Cut #732 after Row 5 has been completed.
Rows 6–11: Join #522 and work in St st. Cut #522 after Row 11 has been completed.
Rows 12–18: Join #612 and work in St st. Cut #612 after Row 18 has been completed.
Rows 19–22: Join #693 and knit 4 rows (2 garter ridges formed). Cut #693 after Row 22
has been completed.
Row 23: Join #575 and knit across. Do not cut yarn. Join #700.
Row 24: *P1 #575, p1 #700; rep from * to end.
Row 25: *K1 #700, p1 #575; rep from * to end.
Row 26: *K1 #575, p1 #700; rep from * to end.
Row 27: Rep Row 25. Cut #575.
Row 28: Knit across with #700. Cut #700.
Change to double strand of #830, and BO using larger needle— st rem. Do not cut yarn.
With RS facing, and size 5 (3.75-mm) needles, cont around the corner and pick up and knit
17 sts along short side of Section 19—18 sts. Knit 1 row on WS (garter ridge formed). Join
double strand of #575, and work *k1 #575, k1 #830; rep from * to end. Cut #575. BO
all sts on next row as if to knit with #830. Weave in ends.
With size 5 (3.75-mm) needles and WS facing, place 110 sts from rem selvedge of Sections
16 and 17 on one needle. With another size 5 (3.75-mm) needle and WS facing, pick up
110 loops from the top of the first row of #732 and #662 sts of Section 19; do not pick up
loops from the two-color CO. Hold pieces tog with RS touching and WS facing outwards. Join
double strand of #931 to one end, and using larger needle, work three-needle BO to join
pieces. Cut #931 and fasten off.
Return 19 held sts of Section 15 to size 5 (3.75-mm) needle with RS facing. Join double strand
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#662 and knit 1 row. Using a separate needle and the same yarn, with RS facing, pick up
and knit 19 sts along rem selvedge of Section 19. Hold pieces tog with WS touching and RS
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facing outwards. Work three-needle BO to join pieces. Cut yarn and fasten off.
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